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If you struggled to decide whether you
wanted to live in the mountains, by the sea,
or in a lively city - then you’re at the
absolute right spot here. Malaga combines
it all: beautiful nature and beaches,
picturesque surrounding white villages, a
bustling historical old town, and a unique
innovative Technology Park.
To make it easier for you to get settled in
your new home, here are some tips from
real expats on the ground. 
First off, make sure you keep an eye on
COVID-19 restrictions because we all know
things can change overnight. With that out
of the way...

Malaga 
at a glance 

The Cathedral of
Malaga (pictured

below)

Calahonda Beach in
Malaga
left)
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https://www.andalucia.com/health/coronavirus
https://www.andalucia.com/health/coronavirus


The 
weather
Not a coincidence it is called Costa del Sol:
300+ days of sunshine. Never too hot or too
cold: around 30 degrees in summer with a
nice breeze from the coast, and around 15
degrees in winter. 
Humidity is high all year round though,
which can be pretty tough in August, but
again leads to Malaga’s beautifully colored
scenery and fruitful agriculture – almost
anything grows here.
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Further good news if you’re not a rain
lover: In Malaga, rain will be low on
your list of problems. And in general,
Spain has a very low chance of
natural disasters.

 But like pretty much anywhere else,
you might experience occasional
storms. 

Arguably, Malaga is at its best in
May/June and September/October,
which is when you’ll experience the
mildest, most pleasant  
temperatures. 
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What’s really convenient about the AGP Malaga Costa del Sol Airport is the fact it’s one
of those airports that are really close to the city center:
A taxi will take you there in about 15-20 minutes and set you back around 25€. And
should you prefer public transportation, the Cercanias train C1 takes you directly to
Málaga Centro in 11 minutes for 2,20€. There are also buses (Alsa) right at the Airport
exit that take you directly to connected towns like Marbella or Nerja.

Good to know: regular taxis in Málaga are cheaper than Uber or Cabify!

Arrival
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GETTING
CONNECTED 

You’ll probably need to post an Instagram story as
soon as you’ve arrived. Your family must know you’re
safe, after all. For your phone and data needs, these
carriers come recommended:

→ Vodafone
→ Yoigo
→ Orange

So you’ve landed in Malaga. Now what? 
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Old town has almost no traffic, so walking is really easy here. Malaga as a whole is
compact and easy to get from A to B (the best way is by bike or bus). The
Cercanias train connects Torremolinos, Benalmádena, Fuengirola and other nearby
towns. Good to know: Riding a bike/patinete in the pedestrian area of the old town
is mainly prohibited and you will be fined if the police officer is having a bad day!
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Getting around
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Centro histórico is in the middle of it all - the name says it and the classic old town
is full of nice bars and restaurants, shops, and anything else you may need.
Huelin is a few kilometers away from the center and offers really nice beaches and
a cool market hall.
Soho is an example of gentrification at its best: an artsy neighborhood that is still
developing. Nice bars and restaurants are there and more pop up practically all
the time.
Pedregalejo and El Limonar are a bit more expensive - located on the hillside, it’s
not the easiest to get by bike or walking, but the views are astonishing. A car might
be good here!
Capuchinos and El Ejido are quite the opposite of the previously mentioned:
centric, more affordable, very “authentic” Málaga. Popular among students.
Torremolinos and Benalmádena are good options if you want to live outside of the
center. Both have their quite touristy areas. They’re located by the beach and offer
rich nightlife and loads of different types of restaurants.
Alhaurin del Torre (pretty posh) and Álora (affordable and even has a direct train
connection to the center) are great if you want to live in a peaceful environment
on the mountainside.

Assuming you have temporary accommodation lined up, you’ll now be looking for a
place to stay long-term. It really goes without saying that where you should live
depends on your priorities. Each neighborhood has its own character and tradeoffs.
But to get you on the right track, here are some names that keep cropping up when
we talk to our people on the ground: 

Neighbourhoods
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Idealista 
Spotahome 

Facebook and other social media platforms are useful, with dozens of different groups
or channels dedicated to apartment hunting in Malaga.
In general: It is pretty easy to find an apartment - the availability is quite good in
comparison to for example Barcelona or Madrid, and you could manage without an
agency.

That’s not the only upside in comparison two the two big metropolitan cities: Malaga is
a lot more affordable, with rents for a small apartment starting from as low as 450€. A
1-month deposit is standard.

Parking is an issue almost everywhere in Malaga, so if you have a car, make sure
parking is included or there are available spots around.

Apart from social media, some good places to start your apartment search: 

Finding an apartment
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https://www.idealista.com/en/
https://www.idealista.com/en/
https://www.spotahome.com/s/madrid
https://www.spotahome.com/s/madrid


Paperwork & banking

for your ID card;
for Town Hall registration
for a family doctor. 

No need to sugarcoat it: Probably the most tedious part of getting settled in Malaga
is the paperwork. But don’t be disheartened—countless people have managed this
before you, and you will too. 
All the paperwork has to be filed in Spanish and you have to go to at least three
different offices to set up your life in Malaga: 

Generally, service at these places is quite good, but expect them to be strict on the
documents you have to submit. Don’t be afraid to ask for help. Most people will be
happy to give you guidance when you’re lost in a sea of red tape. 
Once you have your NIE, you’ll be able to get a resident bank account. Sabadell and
La Caixa are great banking options for expats, but Revolut and N26 are both
available in Spain if you’re a fan of challenger banks. 
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https://lifeinthemove.com/en/administrative-paperwork/empadronamiento-city-hall-1-hour/
https://jobbatical.com/international-employee-relocation-to-spain
http://www.exteriores.gob.es/portal/en/serviciosalciudadano/informacionparaextranjeros/paginas/nie.aspx


Cost of 
living

The average monthly rent in Malaga is in
the €500-600 range. 
€250 gets you a private room in a good
location. 
You can spend a night out starting at
around 20€. If you’re looking to dine nicely,
think more like €40.
A drink will set you back around 7€, while a
draft beer will cost around 3€

When it comes to the bang-to-buck ratio,
Malaga is one of the best territories in all of
Europe. While London or Paris is in a league of
their own, even Barcelona or Madrid in Spain is
quite a lot more expensive than the marvelous
epicenter of Costa del Sol.
Reference points:
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First things first: In a medical
emergency, call 112.

You’re not guaranteed to come
across English-speaking emergency
services staff, so find a friendly local
to help you if you can. 

If you have an employment contract
in Spain, you will get access to the
public health system, which is very
high quality. Without a contract, you’ll
need private insurance.

Healthcare
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Gym: GoFIt, with sauna and Turkish bath (in Huelin you even have a sea view while
training). 36€/month. Also loads of free “outdoor gyms” by the sea, nice ones at
Playa de Huelin, and just before Baños del Carmen.
Go for a walk/hike/bike up the montes de Málaga, and try a typical Plato de Los
Montes.
Check out the beautiful Jardín Botánico.
Explore one of the countless nice beaches and bays along Costa del Sol.
Go snorkeling in Maro or diving in La Herradura (Granada).
Do a boat trip! Either private (good if you come as a group, check Airbnb
experiences) or just participate in a short catamaran tour from the port, Muelle
Uno.
Walk the Muelle Uno: beautiful market almost all around the year, especially on
weekends. You’ll find local foods/oils/wines, handcraft fashion, jewelry ... Have
food/a drink there in one of the numerous restaurants facing the port.
Visit one of more than 30 museums. Malaga is “Picasso city”, so Museo de Picasso
or Casa Natal de Picasso are popular.
Visit the beautiful market hall Mercado Atarazanas for fresh local products.
Check out the most famous viewpoint in front of “Gibralfaro”, to get an overview
and enjoy the breathtaking scenery.
Enjoy Pedregalejo’s young flair, countless bars, restaurants, and great chiringuitos.
Nightlife in the historic city center. 
Rooftop bars in the center, mainly on top of hotels: (La Terraza de la Alcazaba
Premium Hostel with views over the castle, Roommate Valeria with views over the
port)
Great festivals and concerts all around Málaga, check out Marenostrum.
Flamenco show, try: Peña Juan Breva or Kelipa.

Once you’re all settled in, Malaga has you well-covered for spending your free time:

Spending your time
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La Tranca, Casa Lola and La farola de Orellana - apart from the amazing food, these
loud, traditional taperías are great opportunities to meet new people and make local
friends.
Espetos de Sardinas is pretty much a must - flame smoked sardines can be found in
basically all of the “chiringuitos”, restaurants on the beach, and are quite spectacular. 
Boquerones en vinagre, gambas al pilpil, a vermut or a glass of wine on a Sunday..
Málaga has plenty to offer and our official recommendation is to just go ahead and
explore anything and everything the city has to offer!
Some further tips: Visit the beautiful Market hall Mercado de Atarazanas for fresh
local products, and great fish and Seafood. Have tapas in one of the Taperías in the
hall with tables right outside of it. The gambones, giant prawns, are amazing here!
Now, Spain isn’t the easiest country if you’re vegetarian or vegan, but a few
restaurants such as MIMO in Soho, or Astrid in Centro Historico are there to serve
traditional cuisine in, vegan-friendly way. 
Tipping at restaurants isn't a hard requirement but a small tip is welcome.
You need to book a table for very popular restaurants only. 
Spaniards are night owls and dinner is usually eaten fairly late. 

Spanish cuisine is one of the world’s favorites for a reason, and Malaga is no exception.
Tapas dining is a big thing here, and we definitely recommend for example:

Food
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https://www.andalucia.org/en/malaga-where-to-eat-mercado-de-atarazanas
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Speaking Spanish in Malaga isn’t an absolute must, but it will certainly come in very
handy. 

English isn’t quite as widely spoken here as it is in Barcelona, and definitely not as
common as in Northern Europe, for example. So you’ll probably want to learn
eventually anyway. 

The best way to pick up the language is simply to talk to people shamelessly (it
doesn’t hurt that Spaniards tend to be pretty outgoing). And take solace in the idea
that Spanish is often considered one of the easiest languages to learn! 

If you love language apps, take a look at Chatterbug. 

The language
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https://chatterbug.com/en/


To start feeling like a local as quickly as possible, talk to people.
Have a siesta. (Although apparently 60% of Spaniards never do it. But science says
it’s good for you, so why not embrace the tradition?)
Apart from pickpockets, Malaga is generally quite safe. Take extra care in crowded
places though, as you would anywhere else.
Arguably one of the best things about living in Malaga are the people, so don’t
miss out on them. Meetups are a great way to make local friends.
The go-to sources for groceries and basic supplies are Mercadona and Lidl. El
Corte Inglés if you’re feeling a little fancier.
Spanish people are self-confessed loud talkers. Apart from this, depending on
where you’re from, the amount of touching might surprise you at first, but don’t be
scared - it’s just how Spaniards (mostly) are!
In informal situations, the standard greeting is two cheek kisses (one on each!).

Tips & tricks
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Glovo for deliveries
Uber
FREE NOW (previously mytaxi) is another
alternative for rides. 
Blablacar share a car ride with one or
several people
Wallapop buy and sell second-hand items -
save or get some money while thinking
about the planet!
Airbnb Experiences for guided tours and
plans to get to know your new home city.

Basic 
survival 
apps
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Useful links to discover on your own

Tourist information— you might be a local now, but you should still see all the sights!
A list of foreign embassies in Málaga.
A list of emergency phone numbers and what to do when you run into trouble.
Cost of living stats on Numbeo.
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Before we go
We’ve barely scratched the surface. But that’s what this
guide is meant to do—give you a place to start.  
The information and advice in the guide has been
compiled (and is regularly updated) based on the
experiences of real-life expats in Madrid. We can’t
guarantee that your experience will be identical or that
you’ll like everything we recommended in these pages. 

Now go out there, stay safe, and make the most of your
new home! 

Thank you!


